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We have now come to the end of 2018. The snow
sports trip has departed and by all accounts they are
all enjoying their time in Aosta.
We have had two very successful school socials with music from the
Ross MacPherson Band and we have also celebrated two Christmas
Assemblies and an S1 and S2 Christmas Service.
We have issued our Adverse Weather Information. Please read this
carefully – although I hope we will not need to use it!
Our Christmas Fayre was a huge success with talented youngsters
from S1 – S6 entertaining friends, family and the local community.
Our Christmas Concert was the best yet with an amazing £2,500
raised for School Funds. A very big thank you to our Parent Council.
We are constantly asking for donations and appreciate all the support
we receive.
I would like to take this opportunity to wish all pupils, staff, parents
and the local community a very happy Christmas and a peaceful New
Year.
Thank you for all your help in 2018.
Miss C MacDonald, Headteacher
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First Day of Term: 7th January 2019
Head Teacher Drop-in: 9th January 2019
S1 and S2 Success Assemblies: 9th January 2019
S3 and S4 Success Assemblies: 16th January 2019
S2 Parents’ Evening: 17th January 2019
Nat5, Higher and Advanced Higher Prelim, Week 1: 21st January 2019
Pupil Council Meeting: 23rd January 2019
Nat5, Higher and Advanced Higher Prelim, Week 2: 28th January 2019
Parent Council Meeting: 28th January 2019
S4-S6 Interhouse Events: 30th January 2019
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TRAVEL & TOURISM VISIT TO THE ROYAL HOTEL

Pupils from Mr Whatson’s Travel & Tourism course visited the Royal
Hotel in Portree on Wednesday 12th December. We have been studying
tourism in Scotland and learning about employability and customer
service skills so this was an excellent opportunity to learn first-hand
from those working in the tourist industry. We were given a guided tour
of the hotel and as well as viewing some of the rooms, we also got to
see behind the scenes by visiting the kitchen areas, the biomass boiler
room and meeting the staff working in the laundry room.

The grand finale of our tour was a very entertaining demonstration of
cocktail making in the hotel bar – including the opportunity for pupils to
taste some delicious (non-alcoholic) mocktails! Many thanks to DYW
(Developing the Young Workforce) for arranging the visit and to all the
staff at the Royal Hotel for showing us around.
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In September this year, six intrepid and adventurous sixth year pupils (myself included) embarked on
two outdoor expeditions in the wilds of north Scotland as part of our Gold Duke of Edinburgh Award. The
first expedition was a practice ahead of the ‘real deal’ qualifying expedition which would take place two
weeks later.
The practice route began in Morvich (15 miles from Kyle) walking through to Loch Monar and then
finishing in Attadale - roughly 40 miles. On the first day the group walked through Morvich Forest and on
to the Falls of Glomoch. The first major challenge we faced, four hours in, was a 200 foot abseil down
from the falls with our heavy packs. A whole hour of steep and flimsy path navigation on top of extreme
concentration provided an interesting climax to the first day. When the group arrived at their camp we
were all ready to crash-out on our camping mats after an intense start to the trek.
The group awoke early the next morning, packed the tents and prepared for a 400m Bealach/Coll climb
to start the day’s route. After this tough ascent, the route levelled out and wound through the beautiful
valley of Monroes and Corbetts through to Loch Monar (Camp Two destination). The weather up to this
point had been moderately dry with the occasional shower. At our lunch stop - halfway down the valley we received a lovely, much appreciated spontaneous dose of sunshine for a couple of minutes which
provided a moral boost. However when the team reached the path to Loch Monar, the rain and mist
closed in on us. The two hour slog to our second camping site tired us out but we made it to Pait Lodge
(part of the Loch Monar Hunting Estate). After a quick meal of some soup and pasta, we crawled into our
tents and passed out. We covered roughly 11 miles on Day 2.
We had a shorter trekking distance on the third day and left Loch Monar in good spirits, the morning sun
shining down on us, well-rested and primed for the next day of walking. Although we only walked for
eight miles (this was a relatively short day compared to the other days) we had trouble finding the path
towards Loch Calavie. This tested our navigation skills, setting up bearings using our compasses and
maps to keep us on the right track. However thankfully the visibility was good and there was no mist,
which made it easier for us to find our bearings and navigate
with the map. On arrival at Loch Calavie (located just below
the mighty ‘Cheescake’ Ridge) we were greeted by Stu and
Bill, our expedition supervisors, who had walked out from
Attadale to ensure we had made it safely thus far. That night
we camped next to Ben Droanaig Lodge Bothy. The day
hadn’t been as difficult or physically demanding as the other
days, therefore we had more energy than usual when we
arrived at the bothy. I cooked some delicious vegetable stew
with rice for our dinner while the rest of the group pitched the
tents and hung out wet clothing to dry. The overall
atmosphere of the group at this point was positive; we could see the finishing line.
On the last day, we set off at nine thirty and followed the Attadale Estate Land Rover track all the way to
the Attadale Estate Gardens where we met Bill (who had brought his bike with him to the bothy and
cycled out before us earlier that morning). We arrived in Attadale at about one thirty, tired but pleased
with our triumphant finish. The sun came out for a couple of hours during the last few miles of our walk
which was a great end to our first expedition.
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Two weeks later we made the long journey from Skye to Glenfinnan - the starting point of
our qualifying expedition. On the first day of our second expedition the weather was very poor - heavy
rain and low visibility - as we walked under the viaduct up to Corryhully Bothy.
After a quick stop in the bothy we started the long climb up the bealiach in the direction of Strathan. It
had been raining so much that the banks of the glen river had overflowed. Our path had morphed into a
river of its own. The distance from the top of the bealiach to the bothy we were camping next to was
about 7 miles. By the time we made it to the end of the glen we
were - naturally - exhausted. We were then faced with the biggest
challenge of the day yet. As we approached the fast flowing river,
dividing the forest from the mouth of the glen, we found no sign of
the bridge the map had promised us was there. After a lot of
debate and discussion, we agreed to cross altogether in chain
formation at a point where there was lull in the current. Thinking
back on it now, it was quite an epic moment - we formed a chain
and held on to each other, me at the front storming through the
swell of the river first. This was a brilliant example of how well our
team worked together - in tough situations we had the combined strengths to come up with the best
possible solution quickly. It would have been the perfect picture for a D of E advertisement poster!!
We arrived late at our first camp location. Drunk with fatigue and soaked to the bone from the day’s
unrelentless rain, we, with haste, pitched our tents, hung our clothes to dry in the bothy, ate some dinner
and crashed out for the night. We had covered about 12 miles.
We arose early the next morning. It had been incredibly windy and wet that night and our tents had
suffered. We felt very lucky when the glowing sun emerged from the clouds, as we stirred our porridge
and dried the tents with the help of the wind. We were walking to Sourlies Bothy today, around 7 miles,
on the shores of Loch Nevis. Our walk began through dense pine/fir forest, the path following a fast
flowing river until we emerged from the woods. We then walked North West towards the mouth of the
glen down to Loch Nevis. The glen was beautiful, formidable rock-faced monroes surrounding us with
the dark blue lochs at their base. It was here at the mouth of the
glen that we met an old man and his dog. He explained to us that
he had buried his wife’s ashes at the top of one of these mountains
and came back every month or so to spend time up there. It was
amazing to meet someone with such a special connection to the
land we were walking on. He was incredibly friendly to us and very
encouraging and inspirational about our expedition. Later on, he
had even waited for us at the fork in the pathway to ensure we took
the right turning.
We arrived at Sourlies Bothy at 3pm and spent the rest of the
afternoon enjoying the dry of the bothy. The wind was calm in the evening and, with the occasional
shower, it was a fairly pleasant night in the tents. Sourlies was a nice camping spot because of the close
water source and flat ground.
Our third day was the toughest. Thirteen miles and 1,150 metres of total ascent. We set off from Sourlies
early in the morning and reached the foot of the Bealaich of Glen Inverie after another team river
crossing of the Carnoch River (that runs into Loch Nevis). The gruelling 650m ascent of this Bealich was
a hard start to the day but we had the sun on our backs and a beautiful stream flowing down from the top
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for regular water refills. We arrived at the top of the Bealich - all smiles - and were greeted with a fiercely
strong and icy wind. Nevertheless the panoramic view from the top of Knoydart was spectacular.
Classically my phone ran out of charge the second we glimpsed the mesmerising view down to Inverie!
After a brief sustenance stop (chocolate and nuts) we plodded down the glen towards Inverie.
This led us to the mouth of Mam Barrisdale - the Bealich of Ladhar Bheinn right at the end of the glen.
The glen stretched for about six miles until we reached a large loch marking the foot of the Bealich. This
part of the walk was particularly beautiful: the long spraying waterfall above the Mam, the sharp black
rocky faces of the mountains on either side of the Col and the site of deer running across the moor.
Climbing over the Bealich proved to be one of the hardest - physically - parts of the day, primarily
because of how tired we were already. Upon arrival at the top of the Mam Barrisdale, we witnessed the
full force of the same harsh cold and icy wind we had become familiar with. But it was a clear day and
our view of both sides - Barrisdale and Inverie - was not compromised. I tried to convince the team to
climb Ladhar Bheinn, one of the most sought after and popular Monroes in Scotland to climb, famous for
its inaccessibility, and explained we had climbed 500m of it and would be silly not to try. I have lived in
Sleat all my life and have had a perfect view of Ladhar Bheinn from my window but have never gotten
around to climbing it, but they were having none of it.
Our last night was spent in Barrisdale Campsite, which meant we had access to toilets and flat camping
ground; this felt like a total luxury after our previous wet and fairly miserable nights. There were other
people, mainly ‘Monroe Baggers’, at the campsite who were incredibly friendly. We arrived at Camp
Three at about 6.30pm hungry and tired but proud of our accomplishments that day. You can imagine
we slept very soundly that night.
Our last day was one of the shortest.
We walked about 11 km from Barrisdale to Kinlochhourn, around the south coast of Kinlochhourn. By
this point we were ready for a hot bath and some dry clothes, so our
walking pace was faster than usual. Our packs were also lighter.
After four hours of coast walking on a firm path that we haven’t been
used to (there aren’t really firm paths in most of Knoydart) we finally
reached our end point.
The mini bus, plus Bill and Stu, were there to meet us. It felt totally
gratifying to put down our packs and know that we had reached our
final destination. The bus then took us back to Skye via Invergarry.
All in all both our Gold Expeditions were a success. It was a
complete test of our teamwork and communication skills during challenges, stamina (physical and
mental), endurance and above-all our sense of humour!!!
This side of the Duke of Edinburgh Award has taught us invaluable skills in navigation, map reading and
using a compass, as well as outdoor camping and cookery, that I know I will use for the rest of my life. It
also gave us the chance to experience and immerse ourselves in some of Scotland’s most beautiful
places, places we had never explored, even if it meant walking in a
sea of rain!
Arthur Brook Young
Archie Carter, Shadri Nel, Connor Murphy, Arthur Brook Young and
Chloe Urquhart.
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Drama Performance Night
The School Drama Performance Night was a huge success with almost
200 people attending. The show featured 50 of the schools’ drama
students in a mixed programme of pieces. The students represented
every year of the school but the majority were examination students from
the National 5, Higher and Advanced Higher Drama classes. The evening
was coordinated by Helen Wright.
My group performed a melodrama called ‘The Black Hearted Villain’. It was great
fun to rehearse and often left us in fits of laughter. When it came to the actual
performance night the atmosphere was amazing. A hugely memorable experience!
Molly Jamieson S3

I really enjoyed spending the day rehearsing and watching everyone
else’s pieces.
Louise Innes S4

My favourite piece was ‘A Comedy About A Bank Robbery’. This was
performed by some of the National 5 class and made the whole audience
laugh. The whole cast was amazing at using accents and they were all great
to watch!
Beks Plant S4

My favourite part was seeing how the audience reacted.
Hugo Lamb S3

Mrs Wright praised all the students who were so professional taking on
not just the performing but all the backstage work as well. ‘The standard
of performance very high from everyone involved and on the night the
response from the audience was fantastic’.
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Every year Portree High School pupils organise a ‘Money Mile’ in order to raise funds to treat
the elderly in Skye and Raasay at Christmas. They collect all their spare coppers and lay them
out in rows one lunch time in November. The House Groups compete to see which house has
the longest row and the money raised is used to buy Christmas gifts for the residents of the care
homes in Portree. The money that is left is sent to various
organisations in Skye and Raasay as a contribution to
help provide a Christmas meal for the elderly in each area.
The pupils entertained the residents of Budhmor House Care
Home on Tuesday 11th of December and Home Farm Care
Home on Wednesday 12th of December. They then distributed
gifts to all the residents.
The pupils enjoyed these activities and their efforts were much
appreciated by those they entertained.
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Techno lo gy
Christmas
2018
The Technology Department went into production in September to prepare
for the Christmas. Dr Stewart and Mrs MacIntosh worked with S3 pupils to
create new design ideas, while Mrs Dorman gathered a workshop of elves to
string and tag. The old favourite was back – Skye Santa – designed by Max
Stancliff, along with Highland
coos by Kaia Gunnersson. The
S3 special designs included
puddings, parcels and trees. All
were sold at the school fayre
on Saturday 1st December with
the total raised being £407.
Furthermore,
there
were
supplies of decorations on sale
at the Braes Christmas Fayre
which raised a further £150, a
small supply to a shop in
Hebden Bridge in West
Yorkshire which raised £100
and finally still on sale at Or in
Portree with a (hopeful) taking
of £200. In total we hope to
raise £850. Well done to all who work hard to make this Technology event a
success.
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The school dances took place on time this year. The S1 – S3 dance was on Wednesday 12th of
December and the S4 – S6 dance was on Thursday 13th of December. The music was provided by the
Ross MacPherson Band. Here are some photographs taken at the dances.
A great time was had by all!
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Interhouse Shinty and Football

The Girls’ Shinty
1st M
2nd G
3rd T

Girls’ Football
A draw between G
and M
with no T team

Boys’ Football
1st G
2nd M
3rd T

Boys’ Shinty
1st G
2nd T
3rd M
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